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ABSTRACT: Electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID) is a
direct-write chemical vapor deposition technique in which an
electron beam is used for precursor dissociation. Here we show
that Arrhenius analysis of the deposition rates of nanostructures
grown by EBID can be used to deduce the diffusion energies and
corresponding preexponential factors of EBID precursor mole-
cules. We explain the limitations of this approach, define growth
conditions needed to minimize errors, and explain why the errors
increase systematically as EBID parameters diverge from ideal
growth conditions. Under suitable deposition conditions, EBID
can be used as a localized technique for analysis of adsorption barriers and prefactors.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID) is a direct-write
chemical vapor deposition technique in which surface-adsorbed
precursor molecules are dissociated by an electron beam.1−5 It
has been used to fabricate nanostructures such as optical
nanoantennas,6,7 nanoscale tunneling electrodes,8 magnetic
nanowires,9 and electrical contacts to individual nanoribbons10

and nanotubes.11 In addition to nanofabrication, EBID [and the
related technique of electron-beam-induced etching (EBIE)2,12]
can also be used as a technique for analysis of the adsorbates
(i.e., reagents) used in the deposition and etching reac-
tions.13−22 Molecular properties that can be measured are those
that affect the rates of adsorption (e.g., sticking coefficients),
desorption (energies and attempt frequencies), diffusion
(barriers and prefactors), and dissociation (cross sections).
The measurement procedure typically involves the fabrication
of a number of nanostructures (deposits or etch pits) as a
function of a control parameter such as temperature. The
property of interest is then deduced using rate equations that
relate the nanostructure growth rate to the control parameter.
The ability of EBID and EBIE to measure the adsorbate
properties is useful for two reasons. First, the techniques are
complementary to and have some advantages over conventional
adsorbate characterization techniques. Second, the adsorbate
properties can be used as input parameters for models used to
simulate EBID and EBIE. This is important because the models
play a key role in improving the understanding and capabilities
of these nanofabrication techniques but are often limited by
inadequate knowledge of input parameters such as adsorption
and diffusion energies.1,2

The use of EBID and EBIE as robust, reliable adsorbate
characterization techniques requires careful quantitative analysis
of the underlying mechanisms in order to identify, explain, and
eliminate potential artifacts. For example, we recently used an

accurate hybrid continuum−Monte Carlo simulation of EBID
to show that the precursor molecule adsorption energy (Ea)
and desorption attempt frequency (k0) can be deduced by
Arrhenius analysis of the deposition rates only if EBID is
performed under appropriate conditions.13 Here we use the
same model to develop a procedure for determination of the
diffusion barrier (ED) and preexponential factor (D0) by
exploiting the fact that the precursor molecules consumed in
EBID are replenished through two pathways: adsorption from
the gas phase and diffusion along the surface. We show that
diffusion gives rise to a growth rate component that can be
isolated and that Arrhenius analysis of this growth rate
component can be used to deduce ED and D0. The technique
is compelling relative to conventional diffusion analysis
techniques23,24 because it yields both ED and D0 and can be
combined with a related EBID Arrhenius technique13 to obtain
the corrugation factor (defined as the ratio of the diffusion
energy and the adsorption energy) from a single set of self-
consistent data with nanoscale spatial resolution.
We note that Utke et al.19 and Szkudlarek et al.16 previously

used the deposit geometry to estimate the diffusion coefficient
of Cu(hfac)2. Fowlkes et al.

17 estimated the diffusion coefficient
of W(CO)6 by analysis of the growth rates of pillars fabricated
by EBID using a pulsed electron beam. Here, we probe ED and
D0 by measuring the dependence of the diffusion rate on the
substrate temperature.
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■ BACKGROUND THEORY
The standard continuum EBID model defines the rate of
change of the adsorbed precursor molecule concentration (Na)
over time and space:1−3,12
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Here, t is time, and we use cylindrical coordinates (appropriate
for a stationary electron beam that is not scanned across the
surface), where r is the radial distance from the beam axis. Na is
a function of r and evolves in time once the electron beam is
switched on, forming a deposit that grows on the substrate
surface. The individual terms are fluxes (in units of molecules/
Å2/s) that represent adsorption from the gas phase [sF(1 −
Θ)], desorption (Na/τ), electron-induced dissociation (σf Na),
and adsorbate diffusion along the surface (D∇2Na). The
maximum precursor concentration of adsorbed molecules is
generally limited to one monolayer by sF(1 − Θ), where s is the
sticking coefficient from the gas phase, F is the precursor flux,
and Θ is the surface coverage. The residence time τ is a
function of Ea and k0:
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the substrate
temperature. The dissociation term accounts for adsorbate
decomposition by electrons, where σ is the net effective cross
section for all reaction pathways and f(r) is the electron flux
profile. The last term accounts for adsorbate diffusion, and the
diffusion coefficient (D) has an exponential dependence on
temperature:
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where ED is the energy barrier for diffusion and the
preexponential factor D0 is the diffusion coefficient in the
limit ED → 0.
The vertical deposition rate, R (in units of Å/s), is given by

σ=R V fNa (4)

where V is the volume of a single molecule of the EBID
reaction product deposited on the surface.
Solutions of eq 1 yield Na(r,t), which can then be used to

calculate R(r,t) and the corresponding volumetric deposition
rate (RV), which is obtained by integrating R over r. Below, we
will show that RV has a distinct component (RVD) caused by
diffusion of surface-adsorbed precursor molecules and that
Arrhenius analysis of RVD can be used to extract both ED and
D0.

■ SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
EBID simulations were performed using an iterative, hybrid
continuum−Monte Carlo model detailed in ref 13. We use the
model to analyze the diffusion of adsorbates during EBID and
to develop and test a method for the determination of ED and
D0. The hybrid model iteratively solves eq 1 to find R(r,t),
advances t by a small time interval Δt, evolves the growing
substrate surface, and calculates the electron flux profile f(r,t)
corresponding to the growing deposit using a Monte Carlo
simulator of electron−solid interactions. The hybrid model is
both accurate and sufficiently fast to enable simulation of EBID

over the length and temporal scales encountered in experi-
ments.13

We use the hybrid model to simulate EBID of the precursor
cyclopentadienyltrimethylplatinum using a 5 keV, 1 nA,
stationary Gaussian electron beam with a diameter of 100
nm, a diffusion energy and a preexponential factor of 114 meV
and 4.16 × 109 Å2/s, respectively, and substrate temperatures in
the range of 120−350 K. The diffusion energy and
preexponential factor used here were respectively reported in
the work by Shen et al.25 and Winkler et al.26 (the values were
assumed to be the same on the growing deposit and the
substrate). All other model input parameters and extensive tests
used to validate the model are provided in the Supporting
Information of ref 13. Langmuir adsorption is assumed at all
temperatures; hence, precursor condensation that occurs at low
temperatures is ignored by the model. This point is discussed
further below.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Roles of Desorption and Diffusion in EBID. Equations 2

and 3 show that the desorption time and diffusion coefficient
have exponential dependencies on the temperature. We have
previously demonstrated13 that Arrhenius analysis of the EBID
rates can be used to obtain the adsorption energy and
desorption attempt frequency. Specifically, we showed that
under appropriate conditions eq 4 can be approximated by

σ τ≈R V fsF (5)
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and a plot of ln(R) versus 1/T is linear and has a slope of Ea/
kBT and a y intercept of VσfsFτ0. Equation 5 is valid only in the
so-called reaction-rate-limited growth regime,1 where adsorbate
depletion caused by the electron beam is negligible. In this
regime, diffusion plays a negligible role in the replenishment of
adsorbates consumed in EBID.13 However, in the opposite
extreme of high depletion (encountered at high electron-beam-
current densities), diffusion can make a very significant
contribution to EBID.1,17,19 This is illustrated in Figure 1a,
which shows cross-sectional slices through deposits simulated
at a number of temperatures. At the lowest temperature shown
in the figure, the deposit has a flat-top geometry because D is
negligible, and precursor adsorbates under the Gaussian
electron beam are highly depleted; i.e. within the flat region
of the deposit, the vast majority of molecules adsorbing through
sF are consumed in EBID through σf Na. At elevated
temperatures, each deposit contains a characteristic “ring”
generated by adsorbates supplied through surface diffusion (i.e.,
through the term D∇2Na in eq 1). The ring is also seen in the
steady-state vertical deposition rates R(r) shown in Figure 1b
for a number of temperatures Tn. In the following, we
demonstrate that Arrhenius analysis of the volumetric growth
rate of this ring can be used to obtain ED and D0.

Adsorbate Transport through Diffusion. The diffusion
flux in eq 1 yields the net transport of adsorbates across the
surface. It consists of a diffusion coefficient, D, multiplied by the
driving force of diffusion, ∇2Na. The latter relates the net flow
of adsorbates across the surface to the adsorbate concentration
gradient at each point on the surface. In cylindrical coordinates,
the driving force of diffusion, represented from here on by c, is
given by
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Because c and D appear as a product in eq 1, the dependence of
c on r and T must be understood if we are to develop an
Arrhenius analysis technique for the determination of ED and
D0.
Figure 2a shows c(r) profiles corresponding to the R(r)

profiles in Figure 1b at a number of temperatures Tn, simulated
under conditions of significant depletion caused by the electron
beam. The extent of depletion is illustrated in Figure 2b by
plots of the surface coverage Θ(r) and the normalized electron
flux profile f N(r). The plots of c(r) show that it is comprised of
two distinct regions separated by r0: one positive (at r < r0,
where, in this particular case, r0 ∼ 125 nm) and the other
negative (at r > r0). To explain the dependence of c on r, we
must consider how adsorbates are replenished during EBID.
When electrons irradiate the substrate, an adsorbate concen-
tration gradient (i.e., the coverage gradient seen in Figure 2b)
forms as precursor molecules are consumed in the deposition
reaction. The consumed adsorbates are replenished through
adsorption from the gas phase and diffusion along the surface.
The diffusing adsorbates originate in the negative part of c(r),
labeled “source” in Figure 2a, and are dissociated in the positive
region, labeled “sink”. The integral of c(r) over the sink region
(0 ≤ r ≤ r0) is a fluence C (in units of Å−2) corresponding to
in-diffusing adsorbates that are dissociated by electrons and give
rise to the formation of the rings seen in Figure 1. CD is
therefore the corresponding growth rate, and the volumetric

deposition rate of the rings (in units of Å3/s) is therefore given
by

=R VCDVD (8)
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Equations 8 and 9 are analogous to eqs 5 and 6, and as we show
below, a plot of ln(RVD/C) versus 1/Tm can be used to obtain
ED and D0, provided the quantity C is known at each of the
temperatures Tm used to generate the Arrhenius plot. Arrhenius
analysis must be performed on the quantity RVD/C (rather than
RVD) because C is a function of T, as shown in Figure 3a.
Corresponding plots of RVD(T) and RVD/C(T) are shown in
parts b and c of Figure 3 and discussed below.
We note that the above arguments are valid only over a

particular temperature window, shown in Figure 3, as is
discussed in detail below.
Experimentally, C can be obtained at any given temperature

Tn by measuring the deposition rate R(r) and rearranging eq 4
to give Na(r):

σ=N R V f/a (10)

which can then be substituted into eq 7 to obtain c(r).
Integration of c(r) over 0 ≤ r ≤ r0 gives C. Hence, at a given
temperature Tn, a plot of ln(RVD/C) versus 1/Tm can be
obtained from the measured experimental growth rates
(R(r,Tm) and RV(Tm), where Tm represents a set of temper-
atures centered on Tn used to generate the Arrhenius plot (see,
for example, the simulated Arrhenius plots shown in Figure 4).

Figure 1. Effects of diffusion on the shapes of deposits grown by
EBID. (a) A series of deposits simulated as a function of temperature.
At low temperatures, the deposit geometry is unaffected by diffusion,
but at elevated temperatures, each deposit contains a characteristic
“ring” generated by adsorbates supplied through surface diffusion. (b)
Steady-state vertical growth rates (R) calculated as a function of the
distance (r) from the electron beam axis at a number of temperatures
(Tn). All simulations were performed using a Gaussian electron beam
under conditions of high adsorbate depletion near the beam axis. The
normalized electron flux profile f N(r) is shown as a dashed curve in
part b.

Figure 2. (a) Steady-state plots of the driving force of diffusion (c)
versus distance (r) from the electron beam axis at a number of
temperatures (Tn). Each c(r) profile contains two distinct regions
corresponding to the source and sink of adsorbates that diffuse along
the surface and are consumed in EBID. The sink and source are
separated by r0, shown as a dashed line at 125 nm. (b) Corresponding
adsorbate coverage profiles [Θ(r)] and the normalized electron flux
profile [( f N(r); dashed gray curve].
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The quantities V, σ, and f(r,T) must also be known because
they appear in eq 10. The electron flux profile f(r,T) is a
function of T because it includes electrons emitted from the
deposit at each temperature used to generate the Arrhenius plot
(e.g., see how the deposit geometry changes with T in Figure
1). It can be obtained using Monte Carlo simulations of
electron−solid interactions27−29 and the geometries of deposits
grown by EBID. If the dissociation cross section σ is not
known, it can be approximated by analysis of the EBID growth
rates.17

Extraction of Diffusion Energies and Preexponential
Factors. Figure 5a shows plots of the activation energies and
preexponential factors obtained by Arrhenius analyses of RVD at
a number of temperatures Tn. The corresponding diffusion
coefficients are shown in Figure 5b. Each point n was generated
as follows:
(i) EBID was simulated at each of the temperatures (Tn)

plotted in Figure 5a in order to obtain a set of deposits and the

corresponding vertical growth rates R(r,Tn). Such data can be
obtained experimentally by performing EBID as a function of
the substrate temperature.

Figure 3. (a) Fluence (C) found by integrating c(r) over the sink (0 ≤
r ≤ r0) shown in Figure 2a, plotted for a number of temperatures Tn.
(b and c) Corresponding plots of RVD and RVD/C versus Tn. The
Arrhenius analysis method yields good approximations to ED and D0 at
temperatures between ∼220 and ∼275 K.

Figure 4. Arrhenius plots used to generate the data in Figure 5a at
temperatures (Tn) of 150, 200, 250, and 300 K.

Figure 5. (a) Activation energy (red) and preexponential factor (blue)
obtained by Arrhenius analysis of RVD/C at a number of temperatures
Tn. The quantities are approximately equal to ED and D0 (shown as
dashed lines) over the temperature window 220 ≲ Tn ≲ 275 K. (b)
Diffusion coefficient (D) versus temperature (dashed black curve) and
diffusion coefficients (red diamonds) calculated using the activation
energies and preexponential factors in part a.
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(ii) Na(r,Tn) was calculated using eq 10 and using the values
of V and σ used in the simulations. These values must be
known if this procedure is applied to experimental data, as must
f(r,Tn). The latter can be obtained using Monte Carlo
simulations of electron trajectories in the deposit made at
each temperature.
(iii) C(Tn), shown in Figure 3a, was calculated by

substituting Na(r,Tn) into eq 7 and integrating c(r,Tn) over 0
≤ r ≤ r0.
(iv) RVD, shown in Figure 3b, was calculated by performing

each simulation with and without diffusion and by taking the
difference between the resulting simulated volumes. It was
analyzed on the basis of eq 8. An experimental method for the
measurement of RVD is discussed below.
(v) An Arrhenius plot of ln(RVD/C) was produced for each

temperature Tn, using growth rate data from five temperatures
Tm centered on Tn (i.e., m = n + i, where i is an integer in the
range of −2 and +2). Figure 4 shows these plots for Tn = 150,
200, 250, and 300 K.
(vi) The slope of each Arrhenius plot yields an activation

energy [multiplied by −1/(kBTn)] and a preexponential factor
(multiplied by V), as per eq 9.
The data in Figure 5a show that the activation energies and

preexponential factors obtained using this procedure are good
approximations to ED and D0 over a particular temperature
range, which in this case is 220 ≲ Tn ≲ 275 K (the “true” values
ED = 114 meV and D0 = 4.16 × 109 Å2/s, shown as dashed lines
on the plot, are those that were used in the model13 that was
used to simulate EBID in the first step of the above procedure).
We note that the method appears to produce correct diffusion
coefficients (Figure 5b) at temperatures between ∼275 and
∼300 K because, in this temperature range, errors in the
activation energy and preexponential factor offset each other
when eq 3 is used to calculate D.
The reasons for why the Arrhenius analysis method fails at

temperatures that are too high or too low are discussed in detail
below.
Prerequisites. Arrhenius analysis can be used to extract ED

and D0 if the following set of conditions is satisfied at each
temperature Tn used to perform EBID:
(1) Steady-state growth condition: The vertical growth rate

must be constant: ∂R/∂t ≈ 0.
(2) Signif icant adsorbate concentration gradient condition:

Adsorbate coverage must be low near the beam axis (as r →
0) and high far away from the beam (r → ∞).
(3) Dif fusion-dominated replenishment condition: Adsorbate

replenishment near the deposit periphery (i.e., near r0, shown in
Figure 2a) must be dominated by diffusion, which is satisfied
when D∇2Na ≫ sF in the vicinity of r0.
(4) Ef f icient adsorbate consumption condition: In-diffusing

adsorbates (i.e., those diffusing from the source to the sink
shown in Figure 2a) must be dissociated by electrons, which is
satisfied when σf ≫ 1/τ.
In the following, we discuss each condition and explain why

the Arrhenius analysis method fails when any one of them is
not satisfied.
Condition 1: Steady-State Growth. During the early stages

of EBID, R(r) changes with time as the surface irradiated by the
electron beam evolves from that of a horizontal plane into a
structure that eventually grows at a constant rate antiparallel to
the electron beam (as discussed in refs 13 and 30−32). The
growth rates used for Arrhenius analysis must be measured in
the steady state so that changes in RVD/C with T are caused

purely by the temperature dependence of D and are not
affected by the temperature dependence of the transition from
the initial state to the steady state. Experimentally, attainment
of a steady state can be verified simply by fabricating a set of
deposits as a function of the growth time and by measuring
R(r,t). Models such as the one used here output the time
evolution of R(r); hence, it is easy to ensure that condition 1 is
satisfied, and the results in Figure 5a were obtained in the
steady state.

Condition 2: Significant Adsorbate Concentration Gra-
dient. Adsorbate depletion under the electron beam is needed
in order to generate a concentration gradient that gives rise to
net flow of surface-adsorbed precursor molecules. In the
absence of a concentration gradient, c(r) ≈ 0, and diffusion
does not contribute to EBID.2,13 In the opposite extreme,
illustrated for the case of the Langmuir isotherm in Figure 2b,
Θ(r→0) ≈ 0 and Θ(r→∞) ≈ 1, RVD is maximized and, hence,
errors associated with the measurement of RVD are minimized.
Significant depletion [Θ(r → 0) ≈ 0] occurs in the so-called

mass-transport-limited growth regime, where the adsorbate
dissociation rate is much greater than the adsorbate replenish-
ment rate:1 σf ≫ sF/Na + τ−1. This condition is realized by
using a high electron-beam-current density.
Far away from the beam, adsorbate coverage is saturated [i.e.,

Θ(r→∞) ≈ 1] when the adsorption rate is much greater than
the thermal desorption rate: sF ≫ Na/τ. This condition is
realized by using a high precursor gas pressure.
The data in Figure 5a were obtained in the limit of high

depletion and are not affected by condition 2. To demonstrate
what happens when the adsorbate concentration gradient is too
small, Figure 6 shows a plot of C as a function of the electron

beam current (for a beam diameter of 100 nm). The extent of
depletion, defined as the percentage 100[1 − Θ(r→0)/Θ(r→
∞)], is shown on the top axis. The data show that C ≈ 0 in the
reaction-rate-limited growth regime and that it increases with
the electron beam current in the mass-transport-limited growth
regime. The Arrhenius analysis method obviously fails as C →
0.

Condition 3: Diffusion-Dominated Replenishment. Adsor-
bates diffusing from the source to the sink shown in Figure 2a
give rise to the formation of the rings seen in Figure 1 and to
RVD. However, vacant surface sites in the sink are also
populated by gas molecules adsorbing from the gas phase.
Hence, the growth rate of the ring is dominated by the diffusing

Figure 6. Fluence C plotted as a function of the electron beam current.
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adsorbates only if D∇2Na ≫ sF (in the vicinity of r0). If this
condition is not satisfied (i.e., if the diffusion rate is too low
because T is too low), then RVD has a significant contribution
from sF and the magnitude of this contribution increases with
decreasing T. The net effect is seen in Figure 3b as a reduction
in the slope of RVD(T) below ∼220 K. Consequently, the
Arrhenius analysis method fails at low temperatures (see Figure
5a) because the temperature dependence of RVD/C is not
dominated by the temperature dependence of D (which is
defined by eq 3).
To confirm that the failure of the Arrhenius analysis method

at low temperatures is caused by a violation of condition 3,
Figure 7 shows a plot of the maximum flux of diffusing

adsorbates (max[D∇2Na(r)]) versus Tn. The plot reveals that
this flux is equal to the adsorption flux (sF) at ∼200 K. That is,
the condition D∇2Na ≫ sF is violated as the five-point
temperature window used to generate each point Tn in Figure
5a approaches 200 K.
We note that, at temperatures in excess of ∼290 K, the plot

in Figure 7 shows that max[D∇2Na(r)] rapidly decreases with
increasing T. This is caused by depopulation of the surface
through thermal desorption, which compromises the Arrhenius
analysis method because the EBID rate approaches zero as Na
→ 0. This effect contributes to the failure of the method at high
temperatures seen in Figure 5a. However, the failure at high
temperatures is also contributed to by condition 4, which is
discussed below.
A plot equivalent to Figure 7 can be generated using

experimental EBID data and can therefore be used to find the
range of temperatures over which condition 3 is satisfied.
Condition 4: Efficient Adsorbate Consumption. The

driving force of diffusion c(r) defines the net mass transport
of adsorbates from the source to the sink shown in Figure 2a.
However, the in-diffusing adsorbates must not desorb (term
Na/τ in eq 1) but must instead be dissociated by electrons
(term σf Na) in order to be consumed in the EBID reaction and
contribute to RVD. Hence, if the condition σf ≫ 1/τ is not
satisfied (i.e., if the residence time of adsorbates at the surface is
too short because the temperature is too high), then both RVD
and C are reduced by an amount that scales with T due to the
exponential dependence of 1/τ on T (eq 2). This effect is seen
in Figure 3a,b, where it causes abrupt changes in the slopes of
C(T) and RVD(T) at temperatures greater than ∼275 K.
Consequently, the Arrhenius analysis method fails at high
temperatures (see Figure 5a) because the temperature

dependence of RVD/C is not dominated by the temperature
dependence of D.
We note that the plot of RVD on Tn in Figure 3b reveals that

RVD increases with T up to 275 K, beyond which it decays with
increasing T. The general shape of this curve is a consequence
of two competing exponential dependencies on the temper-
ature: the increase in D with T defined by eq 3 and the decrease
in τ with T defined by eq 2. The rapid decay in RVD(T) at high
temperatures is caused by a violation of condition 4 (i.e.,
desorption of in-diffusing adsorbates), which becomes sig-
nificant at 275 K, and is distinct from the thermal depopulation
of the surface seen in Figure 7, which is insignificant below
∼290 K.
Experimentally, the maximum temperature at which

condition 4 is satisfied can be found using plots of C(T) and
RVD(T) analogous to those shown in Figure 3.

Limitations of the Arrhenius Analysis Method. We
have demonstrated that ED and D0 can be found by Arrhenius
analysis of the nanostructure growth rates provided the analysis
is performed over a specific temperature window. Within this
window (shown in Figure 5a), the mean errors in ED and D0 are
9% and 30%, respectively. The latter is greater because D0 is
obtained from the y intercepts of the Arrhenius plots shown in
Figure 4, where the vertical axis is ln(RVD/C). The mean error
in ln(D0) is smaller than 2%.
The valid temperature window is defined by the temperature

dependence of ln(RVD/C). Specifically, within the window,
conditions 3 and 4 are satisfied and the temperature
dependence of ln(RVD/C) is dominated by that of D (given
by eq 3). Outside the window, the method fails because the
temperature dependence of ln(RVD/C) changes as condition 3
and/or 4 is violated. The method also fails if the nanostructure
growth rates are not measured in the steady state (condition 1)
or the electron-beam-current density and, hence, the extent of
adsorbate depletion is too low (condition 2). If all four
conditions are satisfied, uncertainties in ED and D0 are
dominated by the noise in c(r) profiles (see Figure 2a) because
of the ∇2 operator in eq 7. Hence, in practice, nanostructure
geometries (i.e., growth rates) must be measured to a high
degree of accuracy in order to minimize the noise in c(r).
The width of the valid temperature window is system-specific

(e.g., it is affected by the corrugation factor23 ED/Ea) and can be
maximized by tuning the precursor pressure and electron-beam-
current density.
Finally, we note that deployment of the proposed method

requires an experimental procedure for the attainment of
RVD(Tn). The simplest procedure is to collect a set of R(r,Tn)
profiles such as that shown in Figure 1b, subtract the lowest
temperature profile R(r,Tmin) from each R(r,Tn), and integrate
the resulting curves over r to get RVD(Tn). To demonstrate the
validity of this approach, we used our simulated R(r,Tn) profiles
to obtain RVD(Tn) using Tmin values of 120 and 150 K. Figure 8
shows the resulting plots of the activation energy and
preexponential factor versus Tn. It shows that the analysis
method works but Tmin affects the width of the valid
temperature window (as expected), which is characterized by
a plateau in each curve. We note that the dependencies of the
activation energy and prefactor on Tn beyond the plateau
depend on the method used to obtain RVD, as is seen by the
differences between the results in Figures 8 and 5a. This is a
consequence of the effects of Tmin and a violation of condition 4
on the diffusion-free component of the growth rate (produced
by adsorption from the gas phase) at low and high Tn,

Figure 7. Maximum flux of diffusing adsorbates (max[D∇2Na(r)])
plotted at a number of temperatures Tn. The adsorption flux (sF) is
shown as a dashed horizontal line.
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respectively. The minimum temperature that can be used to
perform conventional EBID (rather than cryogenic EBID33,34)
is limited by adsorbate condensation onto the substrate.
Condensation (i.e., the formation of multilayers rather than
Langmuir adsorption defined by the term 1 − Θ in eq 1) was
ignored in our analysis (however, the precursor condensation
temperature is easy to find and avoid experimentally14,33,34).
More generally, the analysis presented here must be redone for
systems that do not exhibit Langmuir adsorption and systems
in which coverage-dependent phenomena such as adsorbate−
adsorbate interactions are significant (i.e., such effects must be
incorporated into eq 1).

■ CONCLUSION
Using a hybrid continuum−Monte Carlo model of EBID, we
have developed a method that enables the calculation of
diffusion energies and preexponential factors by Arrhenius
analysis of the nanostructure deposition rates. The method is
valid under specific growth conditions that were defined
quantitatively. Our results pave the way for experimental
studies of adsorbate diffusion by EBID.
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